Many graphene moiré superlattices host narrow bands with non-zero valley Chern numbers. We provide analytical and numerical evidence for a robust spin and/or valley polarized insulator at total integer band filling in nearly flat bands of several different moiré materials. In the limit of a perfectly flat band, we present analytical arguments in favor of the ferromagnetic state substantiated by numerical calculations. Further, we numerically evaluate its stability for a finite bandwidth. We provide exact diagonalization results for models appropriate for ABC trilayer graphene aligned with hBN, twisted double bilayer graphene, and twisted bilayer graphene aligned with hBN. We also provide DMRG results for a honeycomb lattice with a quasi-flat band and non-zero Chern number, which extend our results to larger system sizes. We find a maximally spin and valley polarized insulator at all integer fillings when the band is sufficiently flat. We also show that interactions may induce effective dispersive terms strong enough to destabilize this state. These results still hold in the case of zero valley Chern number (for example, trivial side of TLG/hBN). We give an intuitive picture based on extended Wannier orbitals, and emphasize the role of the quantum geometry of the band, whose microscopic details may enhance or weaken ferromagnetism in moiré materials.
Following the remarkable discovery of correlated insulators and superconductivity in Magic Angle Twisted Bilayer Graphene (TBG) [1, 2] , a great deal of attention has been lavished on various "moiré materials". In TBG, the correlated insulator/superconductor has since been observed by other groups [3, 4] , leading to a wealth of new information. When the TBG is further aligned with a hexagonal Boron Nitride substrate (TBG/hBN), emergent ferromagnetism and a large [5] or even quantized [6] anomalous Hall effect is observed at 3/4 filling of the conduction band.
In other experiments, the moiré bands formed when ABC stacked trilayer graphene is aligned with one of the hBN (TLG/hBN) substrates display interesting strong correlation physics [7] [8] [9] . Applying a perpendicular displacement field D enables control of the bandwidth leading to a gate-tunable correlated insulator at half-filling [7] . Furthermore the sign of D enables changing the band topology [9] [10] [11] : for one sign of D the bands in each of the two valleys have equal and opposite Chern number while for the other sign of D, the Chern number in either valley is zero. Remarkably in the topologically non-trivial side, the 1/4 filled state in the valence band shows ferromagnetism and a quantized anomalous Hall effect with Chern number 2 [9] . In yet other experiments, in twisted double bilayer graphene systems (TDBG, i.e bilayer graphene twisted relative to another bilayer graphene to a magic angle), good evidence is found for a spin polarized insulator [12] [13] [14] at half-filling of the conduction band which gives way [12, 13] , upon doping, to a superconductor which is likely also spin polarized. Theoretically, the conduction band in the TDBG system also has a non-zero Chern number which is equal and opposite for the two valleys [10, [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper, we study the physics of narrow moiré bands in the strong interaction limit, i.e when the Coulomb interaction is much larger than the bandwidth. Our focus is on the variety of moiré systems where the conduction and valence bands are separated from each other by energy gaps [18] . We call ν T the filling fraction including the spin and valley degrees of freedom, i.e the number of electrons per moiré unit cell in the active band. We restrict our attention to total integer fillings ν T = 1, 2, 3, and study the nature of the correlated insulators in this strong interaction limit. Previous papers have presented physical arguments, and supporting Hartree-Fock calculations, that the natural fate of the system in this limit is a spin-valley ferromagnetic insulator [10, 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] . However Hartree-Fock theory typically overestimates the stability of ferromagnetic states. Thus it is important to substantiate the physical arguments for spin-valley ferromagnetism through other less biased calculations. In the context of strained graphene, Ref. 23 provided numerical evidence for a valley-polarized insulator at fractional filling. Here we present analytical arguments and numerical calculations -both exact diagonalization (ED) and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) -for strongly interacting nearly flat band models pertinent to many moiré materials. We show that indeed spin-valley ferromagnetic states are stabilized in the flat-band limit. Our results highlight the robustness of ferromagnetism in a narrow band even when it is topologically trivial [20] . Moreover, we provide a quantitative estimate of the stability range of the ferromagnetic states in terms of the interaction to bandwidth ratio. We also show that intervalley coherent order is always disfavored compared to ferromagnetism in the limit where the flat band is a Landau level. We emphasize that the interactions renormalize the bare (non-interacting) dispersion of the band through various mechanisms detailed in the paper. The strong interaction limit is thus defined as the regime where residual interactions far exceed the renor-malized bandwidth.
We consider a two dimensional material with spinful electrons occupying bands in each of two disconnected valleys (denoted + and −) such that time-reversal maps one valley to the other. As a result, the + and − valleys of the active band have equal and opposite Chern number C. We consider density-density interactions of typical strength U , and focus on the strong coupling limit U/W 1, where W is the bandwidth of the active band. Physical argument for ferromagnetism First consider the case of a topologically trivial band with non-zero Berry flux distribution. Such a situation arises, in TLG/h-BN for one sign of the displacement field D [10] . Using a Wannier basis [24, 25] , we can build an effective tight-binding model for the active band [20] . The Wannier functions have a finite extension which is needed to capture the Berry flux density in the band. Projecting the Coulomb interaction onto the Wannier basis leads to an on-site Hubbard interaction of order U (as well as smaller terms between neighboring sites) but also to an inter-site ferromagnetic Hund's interaction J F = g s U [20] . The coefficient g s depends on the overlap of Wannier densities at neighboring sites but stays finite even when W → 0. In the large-U limit, the ground state has a fixed number ν T ∈ Z of electrons at each site. The active degrees of freedom are local moments in the spin-valley space. In the strict limit W → 0, the only coupling that survives between these local spin-valley degrees of freedom is J F , giving rise to a spin-valley ferromagnet [20] (see also Ref. 26) . As W increases, there will also be antiferromagnetic inter-site superexchange
with α a constant independent of W and U . This antiferromagnetic exchange can dominate over the inter-site Hund's exchange only when W > gs α U . Thus so long as W/U is small enough we get a spin-valley ferromagnetic Mott insulator. In this mechanism the larger the extension of the Wannier functions, the larger the coefficient g s , and thus the stronger the ferromagnetism.
Turning next to the case of topologically non-trivial ± Chern bands, symmetric Wannier functions cannot be localized [24, 25] ; we may view this as the limit of Wannier functions with infinite extension. Intuitively, the Hund's effect will only be stronger than in the topologically trivial case, and hence a spin-valley ferromagnetic insulator is the likely ground state at all integer fillings.
Analytical considerations For a perfectly flat band separated by a large gap from other bands, the effective Hamiltonian takes the form of the Coulomb interaction projected onto the active band
where δρ(q) =ρ(q) − ρ 0 δ 2 (q) is the deviation of the projected density from the average density ρ 0 . The total projected density operatorρ is summed over spin and valley indices and can be writteñ
Hereρ ± are the projected densities in each valley s. σ =↑ , ↓ is the spin index. The λ s are valley dependent form factors which are defined in terms of the Bloch eigenstates |u s,k through
Because of the Berry flux distribution, λ s is a nontrivial function of k and q. It is readily verified that ρ(−q) =ρ(q) † as befits the total density operator. The Hamiltonian H V is invariant under a U (2) × U (2) rotation corresponding to independent charge and spin conservation within each valley. It is not SU (4) invariant in spin-valley space due to the form factors. With the further assumption that the interaction V (q) ≥ 0 for all q (satisfied for Coulomb and for short range repulsive potentials), it becomes clear that H V is positive semidefinite. Thus any state |ψ that satisfies
for all q is an exact ground state. At ν T integer, consider the state obtained by filling up ν T bands to form an insulator. At ν T = 2 this can be spin-polarized or valley-polarized. At ν T = 1, 3 this must be both spin and valley polarized. These states satisfy Eq. 5, hence they are exact eigenstates of H V with eigenvalue 0. It follows that any ground state of H V must satisfy Eq. (5) for all q. The remaining question is whether the spin-valley polarized states are the unique ground states. Indeed the same argument applied to a half-filled Hubbard model in the flat band limit (zero hopping) would yield ferromagnetic ground states; but these are degenerate with all other spin configurations and hence are not unique. In contrast in the flat Chern band, spin flips in the ferromagnetic state generically cost energy. This is well known in the idealized case of a band with uniform Berry curvature, i.e quantum Hall ferromagnetism [27, 28] . In this case, the spin stiffness ρ s can be calculated exactly [10] and is proportional to the square of the Chern number. This suggests that these ferromagnetic states may indeed be the unique ground states for any flat Chern band.
Besides spin-valley polarized states, inter-valley coherent (IVC) states are a plausible ground state candidate for moiré systems at integer filling ν T [10, 15, 19, 21, 29] (see also Ref. 30) . To address these, it is instructive to consider a toy-model where the active band is the lowest Landau level of a system with opposite magnetic fields ±B for each valley. Then the projected density operators satisfy the Girvin-MacDonald-Platzman (GMP) al-gebra [31] (l B is the magnetic length):
Since the commutator has the opposite sign for the two opposite valleys, the total density satisfies
where I z (q) = δρ + (q) − δρ − (q) is the Fourier transform of the valley charge density. Thus in any ground state, by applying Eq. (5) to the left hand side of Eq. (7), we find that
Thus the valley charge density cannot have fluctuations at any non-zero q in a ground state. If however there is IVC order then the breaking of valley U v (1) symmetry will lead to non-zero fluctuations of I z (q). For instance from the expected Goldstone fluctuations of the phase of the IVC order parameter the ground state correlator
(Here κ v is the valley charge susceptibility,and ρ sv is the phase stiffness of the IVC order parameter). The exact result in Eq. (8) is clearly in conflict with this expectation. We conclude therefore that the IVC ordered state is not a ground state in this model. Moving away from the toy model above, introducing a small bandwidth and Berry curvature fluctuations will clearly not change this result [32] . We thus expect that, as suggested by Hartree-Fock, the IVC state is disfavored relative to the spin-valley polarized states in the nearly flat band limit for generic ±C Chern bands. In what follows we will provide numerical results supporting this expectation, and find that spin-valley ferromagnetism is indeed the ground state of nearly flat ± Chern bands at integer total filling. Note that in realistic models, various effects are responsible for the dispersion of the active band. Besides the bare bandwidth W bare of the non-interacting model, two bilinear terms of order U contribute to the overall bandwidth. The first term is the Fock term stemming from the interaction between electrons in the active band and in the lower (fully occupied) bands. The second bilinear term is the difference between H V and its normalordered couterpart, and is proportional to the fluctuations of the squared form factor |λ s (k + q, k)| 2 . See the supplementary material for more details. In our analytical considerations, we considered the ideal case where the renormalized bandwidth vanishes.
Exact diagonalization results for a single moiré band We consider the continuum momentum-space models [33] of three iconic moiré systems (TBG/hBN [21] , Ns   FIG. 1 . Stability of the FM state in the isolated flat band upon adding a finite bandwidth W bare . The maximum value of bandwidth Wc is plotted as a function of the number of moiré unit cells Ns at filling νT = 1 and νT = 2. Note that for the same number of moiré unit cells Ns, the dimension of the Hilbert space is much larger at νT = 2 than at νT = 1.
TDBG [10, 15] , TLG/hBN [10] ). Unless otherwise noted, for concreteness we respectively choose the twist angles θ = 1.05
• , 1.2
• and 0, and the displacement field D = 0, 40mV and 50mV. The active band is the valence (TLG/hBN) or the conduction (TBG/hBN and TDBG) band and has Chern number C = ±1 (TBG/hBN), C = ±2 (TDBG) and C = ±3 (TLG/hBN) [34] . We also consider the trivial (C = 0) band obtained by switching the sign of the coupling to the top hBN layer in TBG/hBN or the sign of the displacement field D in TLG/hBN. We take the limit where the active band is separated from other bands by a gap much larger than its bandwidth. The Hamiltonian is obtained by normalordering the projected Hamiltonian H V of Eq. (1), where the screened Coulomb interaction takes the form
r 0 is the screening length (we choose r 0 = 5.0 in units of the moiré lattice constant). We also consider the addition of a kinetic term which gives the active band a width W .
where a 1 , a 2 are the moiré lattice vectors, and we have taken a simplified dispersion (not the realistic one). We study this model using exact diagonalization at integer filling ν T = 1, 2 (ν T = 3 is related to ν T = 1 in our model through a particle-hole transformation). We call N s the number of moiré unit cells, and choose the aspect ratio of the finite cluster to be close to 1. We start by investigating the nature of the ground state in the limit W bare = 0. In spite of the band flatness, the normal ordering of the interaction induces a finite dispersion (see supplementary materials), such that ferromagnetism is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, for ν T = 1, we find that the ground state is always fully spin and valley polarized; the resulting state has a quantum anomalous Hall effect σ xy = Ce 2 /h. At ν T = 2, maximal polar- ization of spin or valley leads to several correlated insulators all related by U (2) × U (2) symmetry in our model. For example, one with full spin polarization (but I z = 0), which is a valley-Hall insulator if C = 0, and one with full valley polarization (S z = 0), with anomalous Hall effect σ xy = 2Ce 2 /h. [35] . Numerically, we find that these ν T = 2 polarized insulators indeed have the lowest energy in all models except for one: the C = 0 TBG/hBN. In this case, the ground state is partially polarized, but the important finite-size effects prevent us from identifying its nature.
Adding a finite bandwidth W , we find that the ferromagnetic phase survives up to W c 0.05U in some models, and up to W c = 0.2U in others at filling ν T = 1. At ν T = 2, the ferromagnet is relatively less stable, with critical values ranging from W c = 0.04U to W c = 0.1U . The critical bandwidth is extracted from a finite-size extrapolation of exact diagonalization results which is detailed in Fig. 1 .
The spin stiffness measures the energy change from twisting the spin boundary conditions
To evaluate ρ s , we calculated the spin-wave dispersion exactly for large systems (hundreds of moiré unit cells) by restricting the calculation to the valley-polarized, S z = N/2−1 sector. Fig. 2a) shows this dispersion in the case of the C = 3 model, and displays a remarkable data collapse for 36 < N s < 256. For these larger systems, calculating the spectrum of all spin and valley polarization sectors is impossible within exact diagonalization, but we rely on our previous result and assume that the other polarization sectors do not affect the low-energy properties. Fig. 2b ) illustrates the influence of the Berry curvature distribution F (k) on the spin stiffness (F (k) is changed by tuning the microscopic parameters such as the twist angle θ or the displacement field D). While F (k) does not uniquely determine the spin stiffness [36] , for a given model (a given color in Fig. 2b ), larger Berry curvature fluctuations appear to enhance ρ s .
Ferromagnetism in the spin-valley Haldane model
We now turn to DMRG calculations on infinitely long cylinders, which help us circumvent the size limitations of exact diagonalization. We use a tight-binding model, which facilitates DMRG [37] , but comes with an additional cost: due to the non-trivial Chern number of the active band, we must consider a two-band model. Additionally, the two-band model permits the consideration of the band gap energy scale, which we have supposed to be infinite until now. Our toy model is a tight-binding model on the honeycomb lattice based on the Haldane model [38] with on-site Hubbard interaction of strength U .
The hopping amplitudes t ij are non-zero for first (t) and second (t 2 ) neighbor and realize the Haldane model. We also consider third (t 3 ) and fourth (t 4 ) neighbor hopping. We tune these parameters to obtain a narrow conduction band with Chern number C = ±1 and C = ±2; we use the parameters t 2 /t = 0.315e 0.209πi , t 3 = t 4 = 0 for C = ±1 and t 2 /t = 1.312i, t 3 /t = 1.312, t 4 /t = 0.524.
We numerically obtained the ground state of H 1 using DMRG in the infinite cylinder geometry with L y = 2 unit cells along the perimeter. We extracted the spin and valley polarization of the ground state for several values of U . In spite of a large bond dimension dependence, we find that the onset of ferromagnetism U c /W is always smaller than the band gap (see Fig. 3c ). Working in the valley-polarized or spin-polarized limits, we can better approach convergence in our DMRG calculations, and simulate wider cylinders (up to L y = 3). Our results are shown in Fig. 3 and confirm the ferromagnetic nature of the ground state for U > U c where U c 3W (the band gap is respectively ∆/W = 6.0 and 5.45 for the C = ±1 and C = ±2 parameters). U c seemingly decreases with increasing system size L y (our complementary exact diagonalization results on this model show the same trend, see supplementary material for details), giving us confidence that U c < ∆ in the thermodynamic limit.
Discussion In this paper we have shown both analytical and numerical evidence for spin and valley polarization in nearly flat bands, which naturally emerge in several graphene moiré superlattices. Our results demonstrate a valley and spin polarized quantum anomalous Hall insulator at ν T = 1 or ν T = 3. At ν T = 2, a spin-polarized valley Hall insulator and a valley-polarized quantum anomalous Hall insulator are both possible. Indeed recent experiments have already observed signatures for spin polarization in twisted double bilayer graphene and anomalous Hall effect in TBG/hBN [5] and TLG/hBN [9] .
The phenomenon we described is reminiscent of quantum Hall ferromagnetism, but there are important differences. Most naively, the finite bandwidth may destroy ferromagnetism, and we have quantitatively evaluated the position of this transition. A less expected difference is that flat-band ferromagnetism appears even when the Chern number is zero, due to the non-zero Berry flux. Deviating from the Landau level situation through large Berry curvature fluctuations has two opposite effects, which respectively destabilize and stabilize ferromagnetism: it may increase the strength of interactioninduced dispersive terms, but it may also enhance the spin stiffness. A natural future direction is to study the possibility of fractional quantum Hall effect from similar spontaneous time reversal breaking at fractional filling.
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In this section, we discuss the effective band broadening originating from the projection of the interaction onto the active band.
We first recall the description of the density interaction in the case of a periodic system without any band projection. We define f (k) as operators for the microscopic electrons. c(k) is the band operator. We have the following relation
where α is the spin-valley index, m is the band index and I is the orbital index at the microscopic level (for example, in the Haldane model I = A, B is the sublattice index). u α,m (k) is the Bloch wavefunction of the band specified by α, m. It is a vector for which I is the index. Therefore there is a completeness relation:
and an orthogonality relation
In terms of f the interaction term is written
Substituting Eq. 14 we get
k1,k2,q α,β m1,m2 n1,n2
We define the density operator
With simple algebra, we can write H int in the form ρ(q)ρ(−q)
where we have used the completeness relation (15) for |u α,m2 (k − q) . Clearly the second term is just a chemical potential term. For a fixed density, the normal ordering does not matter. Next we project the Hamiltonian to the active bands. The Hilbert space is a tensor product H = m H m , where H m is the Hilbert space of band m. Suppose M is the set of active bands andM is the set of all the other (fully filled or fully empty) bands. We have H = H M ⊗ HM . We want to project to the subspace H S = H M ⊗ |ΨM , where |ΨM is a product state in HM ; |ΨM is the Slater determinant such that each momentum is either occupied or empty depending on the specific band.
We assume |ΨM is fixed and then we can trace it out to obtain an effective Hamiltonian in H M . The projection to H S consists in calculating the expectation value of operators in HM for the state |ΨM . The kinetic term is just a constant. We focus on the four fermion interaction in Eq. 18.
Let us consider c †
. We can group the terms using the number of indices belonging to M . If there is an odd number of indices belonging to M , the term vanishes in H S . Therefore, we only need to consider two groups of terms:
Next we calculate the above five terms one by one. The first term gives:
whereρ
We find that if we do not use normal ordering, we need to add a bilinear term, which effectively behaves as a kinetic term proportional to the interaction strength. The second term H
int is
Projecting to H S is equivalent to substituting c † β;n1 (k 2 − q)c α;m2 (k 1 ) with its expectation values under |ΨM . Defining O ⊂M as the set of occupied bands. It is easy to find that
The term (3) is
c † β;n1 (k 2 − q)c β;n2 (k 2 ) = 0 for q = 0. As a result 27) where N O is the number of occupied bands and N s is the number of k points, and V (0) = U r 0 for the screened Coulomb interaction Eq. (10) . This term is identical to the term (5). If there is only one active band (m = n), which is the case considered in this paper, then these terms are just a chemical potential which does not contribute to the bandwidth.
Term (4) is the same as the term (2) and gives
One can easily calculate the expectation value and get
which is equal to H
int . Summing all five terms H (i) int , we get the final form of projected interaction
or equivalently
We have the additional bilinear termsξ α mn (k) (defined in Eq. (23)) and
Finally, we have the full Hamiltonian in two equivalent forms.
or
where we denote H 0 K as the bare dispersion, and the effective kinetic terms are
and
In H = 0 for our analytical argument; in this limit, we have shown that the spin and valley polarized state is an exact ground state of the interaction. In the numerical exact diagonalizations, we have used W 1 = 0 as the flat-band limit; in this case there is no guarantee that the spin-valley polarized state is a ground state, and in fact, our results show examples where it is an excited state.
In a different perspective, we can calculate the effective dispersion at a certain filling ν T . In a quantum Hall ferromagnetic state, we can assume a flavor α is fully filled. The corresponding dispersion from Hartree-Fock calculation for the band α is:
We can again define a bandwidth W eff for the fully filled state. Note that there is an additional factor of 2. Therefore for the active band W eff is again different from W 2 . Compared to W 1 , W eff includes the Hatree-Fock term from the active band itself. However, W 2 only includes one half of this term. In that sense, it is surprising that W 2 = 0 is the condition for flat band ferromagnetism. 
Onset of ferromagnetism in the valley-polarized model H1 with Chern number C = 1, 2 (the exact parameters are set in the main text). The results are the same for the spin-polarized model within our numerical precision. In finite-size, the ground state within the Sz = 0 sector is especially stable at U < Uc, resulting in an even/odd effect in the value of Uc.
In this section, we give additional numerical results on the two-band (Honeycomb) model H 1 Eq. (13) of the main text.
Exact diagonalization results
First, we complement our DMRG study with results of exact diagonalization (ED). We limit ourselves to the spin-polarized or valley-polarized versions of H 1 , since only very few system sizes are accessible within the full (nonpolarized) model using ED. Our results are summarized in Fig. 4 . We find that the onset of ferromagnetism is the same in these two limits in finite size, and thus show only one plot. The results are consistent with the results of our DMRG study, with small differences which can be accounted for by invoking finite-size effects.
Bond dimension convergence of the DMRG results
Due to the Wannier obstruction of topological bands, it is necessary for a real space simulation to include both conduction and valence bands. This is highly challenging even in the parameter regimes where insulating ground states are expected, because a fully filled Chern band still carries large entanglement. More specifically, even though the insulating (fully-polarized) ground state is a product state in the (momentum-space) basis of Bloch wave functions, the entanglement entropy associated with a real-space cut is large. As a result, the critical value of the interaction U c still displays relatively large variations with bond dimension in our results (see Fig. 3c of the main text) .
In the main text we have relied on energetics to detect the onset of ferromagnetism; we ran independent DMRG simulations for each spin and valley polarization sector, and compared all these energies to infer the spin and valley polarization of the ground state. Alternatively, we can use the fact that the correlation length associated with spinspin correlations ξ S·S diverges in the ferromagnetic state. Since ξ S·S is very sensitive to the bond dimension, this method provides a more conservative estimate for U c /W . The evolution of ξ S·S with the interaction strength is shown in Fig. 5 for various values of the bond dimension. It shows us that finite bond dimension effects are still important at the bond dimensions we used. Nevertheless, even with this more conservative method, U c /W is still significantly smaller than the band gap. 
